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The Challenge
Gina Messina, Executive Director and
Associate Professor at Ursuline
College, realized that she and her
team could utilize LinkedIn more
effectively to find more qualified
candidates to attend Ursuline. With
LinkedIn’s platform not being very
intuitive, Gina struggled to create a
strategy for LinkedIn that would help
her and her team find more
potential students, engage them,
and ultimately get them to sign up
for Ursuline College.

After discovering a presentation by
Evyrgreen Networking for Teams
through LinkedIn, Gina quickly
realized that LinkedIn was the
perfect tool for identifying and
nurturing women to find their voices
and passions through the
curriculum at Ursuline; they just
needed the right tactics.

For 150 years, Ursuline College has been committed to creating lifelong learning spaces
where women can advance their careers, discover their passions, and find new ways to
live their values. The Institute for Women, Wellness & Work is an extension of the legacy
and mission of Ursuline College and offers valuable programming that responds to
current needs and creates transformational experiences.

Through community engagement, support, and a variety of educational resources,
Ursuline College offers women the ability to find opportunities to flourish in all areas of their
lives. 



The Solution

The Outcome

Ursuline College teamed up with Evyrgreen Networking for Teams to do a series of high-
value, in-depth workshops that taught them how to search for prospects on LinkedIn,
leverage an organic strategy, DM prospects, and stay top of mind with their centers of
influence. 

Search LinkedIn for prospects
Gain more exposure using LinkedIn’s algorithm
Stay top of mind with their centers of influence
Utilize LinkedIn's creator mode to help grow their reach on LinkedIn with features like
newsletter and live

After a tremendously successful series of workshops, Gina’s team gained a ton of tactical
knowledge that allowed them to leverage LinkedIn to raise awareness and recruit
candidates for Ursuline.

Gina and her team learned how to:

Now she has more confidence in her and her team's ability to leverage LinkedIn to join her
college for continuing education. In fact, our partnership was so successful that they
signed up for the full year of access to replays, materials, courses, and more.

When it comes to recruiting, having a strategy on LinkedIn is key!
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LET’S TALK

More Referrals, Valuable Relationships on LinkedIn

Need help finding prospects on
LinkedIn?

Book a strategy session with a team member
to learn about how Evyrgreen Networking for
Teams can help you drive your success on

LinkedIn! 

https://www.evyrgreen.com/talktous
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